Sport Relief – Case Study

OpenMarket’s Engagement Platform
Powers Sport Relief SMS Fundraising
Comic Relief, one of the UK’s best known charities, was
searching for a new mobile partner to build and manage the
charity’s SMS fundraising efforts for Sport Relief. Sport Relief
takes place every two years and encourages the British public
to get active, have fun and raise cash to help people living
incredibly tough lives both in the UK and around the world.

Comic Relief

• Major UK-based charity

The 2014 campaign culminated in a star studded night of
TV on Friday 21st March and over a million men, women
and children all over the country took part in the first ever
Sainsbury’s Sport Relief Games over the Sport Relief Weekend.

• Raised over £950m since 1985
• Created in 1985

Need

•	Offer Sport Relief supporters an
easy, accessible way to donate
•	Use a quick call-to-action during
events and TV coverage
•	Find a reliable platform to power
the process
•	Work with a financially stable,
trusted partner

Solution

•	OpenMarket Mobile Engagement
Platform & Charity Premium SMS
•	Bespoke ‘On The Night Dashboard’
plug-in

Benefits

•	Sport Relief raised over £70 million
so far
•	Over 7.5% (£5,500,000) came from
SMS donations
•	OpenMarket processed over
1.1 million donations

CHALLENGE
Comic Relief was looking to migrate their service from a
competing solution and wanted to work with the most
reliable provider in the market.
The Sport Relief campaign is a very large UK-based fundraising
campaign that is promoted on TV, radio, print and online.
The aim of the campaign is to raise as much money for the
cause as possible, and SMS donations have proved to be
essential. The key challenge for Comic Relief was to:
n	Find a financially secure provider that can process all of its
hundreds of thousands of mobile donations
n	Be technically robust and able to deliver a solution on time
and on budget
n	Find a provider with the flexibility to build and integrate
with existing SR solutions.
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“

SMS is essential to our fundraising
campaigns. As the coverage of our
fundraising campaign reaches out
throughout the country, we want to
be able to offer everyone a chance
to contribute. There are a significant
number of people who prefer donating
via SMS as it allows them to contribute
easily and immediately, whilst
maintaining privacy of their payment
details. The OpenMarket Mobile
Engagement Platform gave everyone
a simple way to be part of Sport Relief
and contribute to our cause.

”

Jacqui Hill
Head of Campaign Management
at Comic Relief
The TOP 3 programs with the highest
engagement levels:
1)	Davina Beyond Breaking Point
2) Alex Against the Rock
3)	Sport Relief’s Night of TV on
Friday 21st March

OpenMarket’s Mobile Engagement
Platform processed the high volume
of incoming messages and generated
automatic ‘Thank you’ responses.

THE SOLUTION
OpenMarket has ten years of experience devising and
running thousands of large-scale interactive mobile messaging
campaigns for customers across a variety of vertical sectors –
including charity, public health, local and national government,
large enterprise, marketing and retail. Comic Relief chose
OpenMarket based on its Mobile Engagement Platform and
because of its reliability, financial stability, flexibility and proven
technical security. OpenMarket’s experience in working with big
brands (such as the DEC, Children in Need, NSPCC and Open
Fundraising) also gave Comic Relief the reassurance that MEP
could effectively handle huge public donation campaigns.
The Mobile Engagement Platform’s easy-to-use, web-based
console provides intuitive, “drag and drop” functionality,
enabling the building of customised logic flows for two-way
interactive messaging and consumer engagement campaigns.

RESULTS & BENEFITS
Sport Relief 2014 was a huge success, raising over £70
million so far. Over 7.5% of that (£5,500,000) came from SMS
donations. Over 1.1 million donations were processed via
OpenMarket’s Mobile Engagement Platform during the campaign.
The majority of donations came in during the main TV coverage
week, with over 80% of the traffic being generated due to the
extensive media coverage from broadcast TV shows.
During “Davina Beyond Breaking Point”, a few moments
showed spikes in donations. For example, at 21:46pm we saw
21,093 transactions in one minute and over £132,000 raised via
SMS. That’s an average of £2,200 per second. At another point
we saw 21,608 transactions in one minute, a sustained average
of 360 per second. All the data collected from the event is
owned by and accessible to Comic Relief to enable them to
analyse all aspects of the campaign and optimise donor journey
in coming years.

About OpenMarket
OpenMarket, a subsidiary of Amdocs, helps enterprises use mobile to transform their business. OpenMarket provides mobile engagement solutions for organisations to optimise their operations
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